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Bakke Case Muddks Affirmative Action Programs .. 
by Shelly Mayer U.S.C.A., and U.C. Davis. · seeking a · preliminary injunc~ion from minority organizations. On Bakke. Presently, the Ad Hoc 
against the new admissions policy. the other hand, law schools fear · Committee for Affirmative Action As a result of the Supreme At U.C.L.A., · a white male 
applicant was rejected. He sued, This policy, recently adQpted at a another Bakke and therefore-want at the law school· is preparing a 
Cgurt's decision in Regents of the claimiog he sho~ld be considered close~ faculty meeting, makes no :-to obfuscate lh~ir plans as much · : report on the program at Buffalo, 
University of California vs. Bakke, withi.n the _fra{llework of the Prov 1 ~-1on far · st u-d en t - as · possible. The sincerity and and related issues regarding 
law schools . throughout the Special Admissions Program. He representatiori".- The plan .calls for commitment of univer.sity minority presence in the law 
country hav_e revised their also. forwarded Equal Protection two pools: 75% of the applicants officials in the area of affirmative school. 
affirmat'.ve .. action plans._ ~ue to and, TitIe v 11 claims. The to - be judged on traditional action is frequently questionable, In the next Opinion there will 
the amb1gu1ty of _th~ dec1s1on and - California Supreme Court-granted criteria, and 25% to be judged on ·and this may be another · reason be discussion o( specific changes 
the l~ck of unanimity amon~ the -tt.C.L.A.'s motion to dismiss. the basis of four factors, one of for the failure to clearly articulate in the Affirmative 'Action plans at 
J ust1ces, many. professional which is race. ~t . this 'time, no policies. · · several schools. Included will beAt .. U.C. Davis, the Oalif.ornia- . schools fee.I confused and decision has been reached. Rutgers -' Newark, Harvard, andS.upreme Ceurt temporarilyuncertain as to the legal security At Buffalo, associate dean, the University of Pe.nnsylvania enjoi~ the · affirmative actionof their various programs. Law schools seem to be William Greiner has indicated he . Law School. Material for this
plan -or'r 14th amendment, EqualThe ' threat of lawsuits has· reacting with ambivalence to the feels the Bakke decision has no
Protec.tion grounds. blossomed into reality in several post-Bakke situation. On the one influence on present policy, since 
instances. Lawsuits by white male In-a-different type of lawsuit at hand, they are required under the Supreme Court held that race 
student{ against law schQPJs· to Wayne State l lin'iversity Law federal law to develop affirmative cot1ld be a factor in the 
which they. were denied admission School, · minority students and action plans· and policies, and such admissions process. As Buffalo has 
have been initiated against the organizations, as well as individual plans are generally developed and no racial quota, there is no 
University of North Carolina, attorneys, hav_e sued the school kept alive by -strong pressures similarity to the situation in 
✓ • • 
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Alte~ate Legal Jobs 
by J~y Marfin R~g~rding alt~rnative careers, 
Carrel maintained that law 
Noting that the "job market is gra·duates can have· just as 
becoming flooded," Alan Ca~r-el, . successful . a career, where their 
director of placement, recently law .backgrounds are very helpful; 
announced the Placement Office - even though they are not 
has begun ·stressing alternative· practicing law. Careers mentioned 
careers for those who are unsure 
of their desi_re to practice law. 
''The job market is tightening 
· to some extent because . law 
schools have been expanding and 
new Iaw schools have been 
opening," said Car.rel. . 
This view was ec~oed by 
Audrey Koscielniak, associate 
director of placement; who said, 
')It is · getting more competitive if 
you are- looking towards a 
traditi9nal. field, such as working 
in a law firm." · 
On a PO$itive note, Carrel, who 
is a UB law school graduate, said, 
"Despite the tightening job 
market, we'll do well as the 
by the placement . head were· 
banking, public accounting, and 
top management in large 
corporations. 
To meet this challenge in the 
job market, the Placement Office 
plans on having several career days 
regarding non-traditional ar~s,_ 
with · representatives from 
banking, accounting, insurance,. 
real estate, and other careers 
av<lilable to talklto students . . 
As far as the traditional career 
of practicing law, Koscielniak said 
there has been an increase in....the 
number and quality of firms that 
Buffalo graduates are getting jobs 
in. "There's no question," said 
article and the following· one i~ 
based on the Newsletter of the 
Affirmative Action Coordinating 
Center, a coalition of the National 
Conference of Black Layers, the 
Center for Constitutional Rights 
and the National Lawyers Guil~,-
Opinion 
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Placement Office Poses 
- Korotkln (Th~ Spectrum) 
reputation of this · law school , Koscielniak,· "that our students 
grows, and as we place students in 
different markets and areas of the 
country.'' 
· According to figures supplied 
by th_e Placement Office to the 
Opinion, only ½ to 1/3 of UB law 
school :graduates practice · in 
Western New York and · Buffal~, -
which until recently_ was where 
~0% ·of the graduates en~ed up 
practicing. 
"Normally abQut 20-25% of 
the class - get jobs before they 
g_raduate ~o'°/ law school. By the 
tm1e they ve taken the bar, 90% 
of the students have jobs. It can 
be a scary period for a student. 
We're trying to increase those 
figures so more people have jobs 
before they graduate. Already, 
thi~ year close to "" 20% of the 
sen·iors It.ave obtained 
emp.lo'y'.!Tlent. And, there are 
probably personswhohave ·gotten 
job\ that we don't know about," 
neted Carrel. · · 
are better received today than 
ever before." 
Carrel said that between 
September. and , Apr i I 
approximately , 45 interviewers 
would visit the Placement Office. 
While principally attractrng firms 
from Buffalo and Western Ni:w 
York, the law. school has hos_ted 
interviewers from several ·of the 
district attorney offices in New 
York •City, and firms from 
Rochester, -Syracuse, Pittsburgh, 
and even ~s far ,away as Alaska. 
•Regarding · mcom~ levels for. . 
Buffalo grads once they get their 
first job, Carrel poi-rited out that it 
was very difficult to make an. 
accurate statement · for every 
individual, but that the salary 
r a n g e w a s b e t w e e n 
$'10,000-$31,000, with smaller 
firms in Buffalo paying 
$10,000:..$12,000 and with top 
governmental jobs ranging around 
-continued on page eight 
UB A~istration Expresses 
Concern For Profs' Late G·rades 
by Jay Marlin 
Labeling the late submitting of­
grades by law professors as "a 
serious pr'oblem that is 
unfortunately not unique to UB 
Law School," Dr. Ronald F. 
Bunn, Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, has begun an 
inquiry into the grading practices 
at the law school. 
Bunn indicated it would be 
"premature" to talk about any 
ac;tion coming_out of hi~office to 
deal with · the re-curring problem 
until a "careful review"· of the 
. situation had been made. 
"The expression of concern 
that I received from the SBA is 
one that I have to take se~iously. 
I've talked to' Dean Headrick 
once, and I'll be talking to him 
again to get more details and 
information· about the problem," 
said Bunn, ·who said that he was 
concerned that a minority of 
faculty members find it 
"impossible" to get their grades in 
on time. 
In response to some criticism 
'of the SBA for going outside of 
the law school to seek aid, Bunn• 
said, "I think ~•re all part of this 
University, and while 'it is best if 
each school can solve its own 
problems, we do often share 
common problems. I see no 
reason why any school should be 
placed in a separate category 
· outside of the University.''. 
As of Tuesday, February 13, 
the number of outstanding major 
course grades had been reduced to 
three, with Professors Schlegel, 
Joyce and Breger's grades still not 
submitted. 
"In a way," said Dean 
Headrick, "they all . have valid 
explanations. Professor Breger has 
had a serious illness in his .family; · 
Professor Schlegel'.. is -·under a 
deadline for a manuscript that is 
important to him for tenure; and 
Professor Joyce has his usual large 
number of examinations.'' 
"It's hard to say whether the 
·.response this semester has been 
better or worse than in previous 
ones. We seem to have the same 
number of people who are 
recidivists when it comes to 
turning in grades," said tf:le Dean, 
who indicated he has come under 
some "fire" for. his memo to the 
faculty inquiring when their 
.-ades would be turned in. 
'As far as the SBA going outside 
the law school on the late grade 
fssue, the Dean, reflecting for a 
second before he answered, said, 
"I guess I share their frustration." 
. "Dr. . Bunn is sympathetic to 
my concerns. He recognizes that 
the pa~ticular nature of law school 
grading and exams extenuate the 
circumstances of a problem that 
happens all over. · But, he's 
concerned, with this problem as is 
President Ketter,"· said Headrick. ' 
Looking back at the SBA 
action, Dean Headrick accepted 
the .view .that to an extent it was a 
"slight"· to the law school 
administration, but he express_ed 
more concern as to the 
decision-making process which led 
the SBA to take the action it did. 
"Students should pay more 
attention to the question of 
whether the action they're 
planning will do them any good -
will it help them achieve their 
goal? They must weigh the 
possible disadvantages, and 1'm 
not sure that in this case they did . 
so," said the Dean. 
As to what will happen in the 
future regarding late grades, Dean 
-continued on page eight 
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SBA Office Demands 
-A Serious Commitment 
Tuesday and Wednesday law students will go to the polls 
to ei'ect new members of the Student Bar Association, the 
law student government. 'Many members of the present 
board are serving as a result of a special election held in 
September 1978. This special election was prompted by the 
mass resignation of the prior administration . In 1978, three 
ou.t of four members of the Executive Board (all -but the 
Yice ·President, Cattiy ' Kaman) resign.ed. 
This mass of resignations should be called to mind as 
another election approaches. In order for the SBA to be 
effective it is crucial it consist, of geAuineiy ·concerned 
sttidents. Students willing to give of their ·time and energy, 
not merely willing to litter our school with their good name. 
We believe the present SB,). administration has done much to 
revitalize student interest and curb student apathy. Those 
seeking office should recognize there is a moral commitment 
to serve a full _year. Breach of that commitment does a great 
disservice to the student body . 
Students are around for a short period of time. In that 
time they must learn quickly the best means of advancing 
the student position . Elections . followed by resignations 
destroy the necessary continuity _ and serve to quiet the 
student voice . 
Opinion hopes all law students get out and vote in these 
electi ons:--Take the time to learn about the candidates and 
why they feel they are best suited for the job . After you 
hear their opinion , register your 6wn. 
- ami, Jo Fricano 
·Letters· To The -Editor 
Inadequacies 'In Photocopying Cited 
To the Editor: 
I 
The new library photocopy 
machine IWS supposed to arrive In 
mid-February. However, ·there has 
apparently been a delay In the 
approval process which the State 
uses for all such requests. In order 
to help facllltate the speedy 
approval of the request for the 
new copier, the student members 
of the Faculty-Student Library 
Committee have sent the attached 
letter to Mr. Saktidas Roy, 
Director of University Libraries. 
Dear Mr. Roy : 
The student members of the 
Law School Library Committee 
wis·h to advise you . of the 
inadequacy of the photocopying 
facilities curr.e[l tly servicing the 
law library. 
Currently, only one copying 
machine is operating in the law 
library. This machine must handle 
the large volume of material 
copied every day by the law 
students. In addition, the machine 
is used by many other members of 
the university community and the 
Improvement In Sight 
To the Editor: by Mr. Drexelius and another 
student frorri the Law School. Let 
Th is has reference to the letter me assure you that we are taking 
written by Mr. J.R. Drexelius, Jr. measures to alleviate this problem . 
pul:11.ished in your paper on I will be able to inform you of the 
January 25 concerning the JJSe of actions being taken in this regard 
the Law Library by non-law within the next two weeks. 
students . Professor Wade We sincerely regret the 
Newhouse, Director of the Law inconvenience being faced by the 
Library, has already given me a Law students and hope our 
copy of Mr. Drexelius's letter. measures when implemented will 
Please note that the whol_e mitter considerably improve the 
is receiving our serious attention. situation. 
We have already -discussed this 
p robl!;m at a student group • Saktidas Roy, Director 
meeting on January .f,4, attended .of University Libraries 
public, who either prefer the 
cheap cost of the law. school 
machine over the other university 
copying machines, or who must 
use the law· library machine as 
part of law-related research. The 
waiting lines for using the copying' 
· machine are often intolerably 
long. Frequ.ent ·r:nachine 
breakdowns ser\ously harnper the 
work of the law students. 
-We · strongly urge you to 
support our efforts to have at 
least one more copying machine 
installed in the law library. Th~ 
high vol.ume of materials copied, 
and the limited finan ~ial resources 
of many students argue against 
any increase in the copying costs 
as an alternate solution to the 
problem . Further, the possibility 
of limiting use of the machine to 
law students js, of course, 
unthinkable . We need a second 
machine. 
Thank you for your attention 
to this matter. We are looking 
forward to hearing from you 
/ 
soon. 
The student members 
of the Library Corrlm. 
j. Ted Donovan 




R & W Instructors;" It's Who You Know 
To th~ Editor: . 
. I, for one, must take exc.ep_tion 
to the recent memo reprinted in 
the Fepruary 8 issue · of Opinion 
wherein Professors Greiner and 
Kaplan attempted to justify · the 
selection process for research and 
writing instructors. While I believe 
Professors Greiner and Kaplan 
were fortunate in , choosing a 
number of talented individuals, I 
sincerely doub.t that such a 
detailed process, as was described, 
could ever yieltt anything-except 
confusion , It clearly appears that 
the instructors were chosen, -and 
then reasons supporting their 
selection were developed so as to 
"justify" the entire process to the· 
/ 
law school community. 
What concerns me most is the 
faGt that no set · proces~ was 
employed in hiring these 
instructors who earn in excess of 
$1,200 for their semester 's work. 
While all applicants were 
supposedly instructed to leave a 
resume and writing sample in the 
Place-ment Office , some 
instr_uctors quite easily may have 
been se.lecte_d without even 
meeting· this minimal effort. For 
those who did comply with the 
resume/writing sample demand, 
no established procedures for 
interviewing and hiring were ever 
set forth . So while many 
applicants assumed they were in 
competition for 1 of 17 places, a 
number of these positions were 
Marlin Gets Endorsement 
To the Editor: 
As second and third year 
members of the SBA, we would 
iike to give our wholehearted 
endorsement to Jay Marlin for t~e 
position of SBA Vice-president. 
As a first year director, Jay has 
proven himself to be very active 
w'lthin the organization, having 
particularly put .a lar,ge amqunt of 
tirne in dealing with the late grade 
problem . It was Jay who drafted 
the resolutions which were 
presented to the faculty and it 
was Jay wtto drafted the letters to 
the faculty and to the University 
administrators. 
In addition, Jay has been an 
active m·ember of tl,e Soci~I and 
Finance Com'llittee-s, along with 
being a rewresentative .on the 
Faculty-Student Relations Board. 
Always present at ·the meetings 
until their conclusion, no matter 
how, ·1ate they lasted, Jay has the 
I 
good political sense and breadth 
of political and ,media experience 
which ·we feel is needed in the 
organi zation . 
As Vice President , -we feel Jay 
has not only the activist polftical 
orientation · that the organization 
needs, but the willingness to 
translate that ·into political action , 
whether that be in the area of 
alumni relations, faculty selection, 
admissions · policies, or dealing 
with a host of other areas. 
We urge all students, and 
particularly our fellow second and 
third year students who might not 
know him that well to vote on 
election day for Jay Marlin . 
/ 
. 
.filled in ways which failed to 
adhere to any of the supposedly 
set procedures. 
Some instructors · chosen "were 
applicants who had been· seriously 
considered" in the past. 
(Presumeably, they hadn't 
"measured up" theh but now they 
needed no interview .. ) Another 
"was· a student wit h a solid 
background in teaching (and) an 
excellent record ... " A third year 
applican t was invited . by 
Professors Greiner and Kaplan to 
interview for the position after al l 
other interviews had been 
conducted. And still others have 
admitted r to ,being ,approached 
becau~e !of their contacts with 
either Professor Greiner or 
Professor Kaplan in the classroom. 
Of course,' others who have · not 
been students in either of these 
professors' classes were at a·severe 
disadvantage before they even 
appliep for the job. 
I believe the team of Greiner 
and Kaplan has been extremely 
successful in hiring many talented 
people to teach the important 
legal research and writing classes . 
In the future , however, I would . 
like to see the selection process 
become more open and above 
board right from the very start. 
That way everyone involved" will 
know what he or she is up against 
right from the outset. 
Additionally , I would suggest 
that all applicanl:s be noti(ied as 
to the firial decision on their 
candidacy ·· at 'the same time. It 
seems only fair to let e.-ch person 
know the outcome of his or her 
application at the same flrne. This 
Tony Leavy_ year, it created much concern, 
·G.C. LaForge hardship, and ·needless· worrying 
·- Sherman Kerner · when those who had been selected 
Cathy Kaman ,° were notified several days before 
Madeline Bernstein those who were not selected. 
Lewis Steele ' ' 
Chalrmolne Bissell Name withheld upon request 
I 
I 
- ' \ 
I 
February 22, 1979 
To The :Editor • • • 
Kaman Seeks Directorship; 
Still Much -To Be Done 
To the Editor: point tp with pride: Because there -
is · still much to be (lone and 
The Student Bar Association because I believe my two years of 
has made ieat strides during my experience in dealing with . 
two-year tenure on the board. In problems and cqncerns will t,e 
two year's time, the organization ·helpful in getting things done, I 
has evolved from a stagnant, am again seeking a position on the 
argumentative body into a group boarchs ·a third year director . 
which now de~ffectively and Your vote will enable tne to 
efficiently with important student continue working for all .students 
Terri Rahill Ron Zarowitz Paul 'tlraelson 
concerns and law school duririg the next 15 months. Thank·-Restructure 
problems. you. _ Law School "C~mmunity"
I believe the board is ·now · a 
unified, active organization with a Cathy E. Koman To the Editor: the committee. admissions are provide the . most efficient 
.number of accomplishments it ,can working to insure a greater mechanisin to bring forth an 
Just a short letter to rem.ind all number of minority applicants, educational institution capable of 
students to vote in the SBA acceptees, and enrollees. The SBA developing within all of us, a 
elections next Tuesday and has· strongly supported and sharper and clearer understanding 
Wednesday, Febr4ary 27 and- 28 encouraged the ad hoc strategy to of ourselves, our work, and eachSec. Pursues Reelection 
and to ask each second· year; improve the law school's ability to other. Such should be the focus of 
student to thoughtfully consider obtain, mainta.in, and retain our community for such 
To the Editor: Library and Mitchell Lecture, as my continuing desire to work for minority students and faculty understandings provide us with 
well c!S. through my work on the us as an SBA Boardmember. members. i the basis to build legal _systems 
On February 27 and 28 I will Law Revue shows. I want very Tony Leavy's right. An active, Tony's also correct when he and to assess legal institutions. 
be running .for re-election as much to keep representing you energetic, and united SBA Soard points out that al1 of us can and It is all too clear that such a 
Secretary of the Student Bar and helping to complete the and s tu'dent body have should do more · in each of these community does not now exist. 
Association . I believe that I have r.evitalization of the Student Bar accomplished much in the short · areas as well as in numerous Note the generally insignificant 
served the students well, as a First Association which began this fall . space of a single semester.' others, so that students will be role student-faculty committees 
Year Director, aJld this past year Therefore, I a'sl< for your support Honesty has been· returned to fully involved and ·considered in play in the development and 
as Secretai:y. In ad~ition to my in the election, and your advice student organization's telephone the planning for, development and implementation of law school 
work as an SBA Officer, I have and counsel in the coming year. expeAditures . Your student implemen.tation of the law policies and programs; the absence 
tried to serve the needs of ihe government is more open, more s~hool 's policies and procedures. of significant faculty presence and 
students and the law school on J. Ted Donovan accessible, and more accountable. ·More specifically, and from my contribution at student sponsored 
several committees, including the A sizeable number of own perspective, now is an forums and discussions; and the 
student-faculty committees are appropriate time for the law expansive gap between students' 
operating with a greater school to re·evaluate its range of legitimate expectations of 
. \ appreciation of their potential curricular offerings, its traditional influence and the faculty's sharing 
roles. , mode of instruction, and its of responsibility over. theRememb·er Our Names 
The student vote in support of present p}actice of det ermining development of law school policy 
the HQDF, grading scheme played grades : Are we satisfied with the and the administration of initial 
To the Editor: look at our posters. Each day a a significant role in the initial existing curricular offerings? Is it appointment and continuing 
different one will appear. It wiff APPC recommendation and sensible and accurate to measure tenure decisions. 
First of .all , we are not in it for be -·worth your effort to check subsequent facuity vote t6 retain one's understanding' of legal ' The absence of such a 
the money . We are running them out. · ' that · grading system . Faculty theory 'and practice by a single community here - is 
collectively as a demonstr.ation of members are more aware of test? understandably explained and noi 
the party spirit. We got tired of one hundred flowers student concerns over individual M·or e · fun d a m en tally, we eas.ily changed. To different 
the traditionar' school .campaign5. lewis rose faculty member 's lax_ ancJ., lazy should consider realigning our degrees, ali of us are comfortable 
All_. we really want to do in th i's m elanie pierson attitude toward the quick grading existing SBA and student style in our traditional roles. And, to 
letter is to get you t o read to the · arthur hall of examinations and ·.papers. which is geared to individual different degrees, ·all . fear the 
end, remel')lber our names, and michael wiseman Th e- student representatives on (albeit important) issues, to a uncertainty and transitional 
focus on the general principle that anomie naturally comil)g from a 
the law school ought to be a re a lignment of existing 
vibrant community of individuals h i 1? rarch ical re.lationships .Wo(ffe: "In Unity There ls _Strength" (students. and faculty) working, Nevertheless, if the law school is 
thinking; learning, and speaking to take advantage of its potential-
To the Editor: still out. Our effectiveness on our recommendations to the 't o g e th_e r ; a c o m m u n i t y for growth , simulation, 
faculty -student committees · is · fawlt ')( at large, rather than work characterized by a mutual development, and strength, it 
The Student Bar Association questionable. We need greater within their committee structure . understanding of, and respect for becomes important for us to work 
has proved this -year that.it can be comm1,1nication with the faculty What is important is that_ the each other 's values, concerns, toward th~ establishment of such 
effective. I am a first year and the administration . Our student body maintain the level of ideas and perspectives; a a community and with it, the 
director, and I· hc!ve seen the SBA meeting with the faculty , last interest and concern about issues community characterized by ,. a realignment · of existing roles. 
work for students' concerns. Our · Monday to find out exactly what affecting the law school general sharing of atithority , Won't you help? 
concern about a possible change the selection criteria . are is community they have shown this responsibility and obligatioh . 
in the grading system, the representative of the· kind of year. Only when we can present a - Such a community would Lewis Steele 
perpetual problem with late approach I would'!ike to take. I unified• stand can we hope the 
grades, and our dissatisfaction believe we can approach these administration wlll sit up and take 
with the· faculty selection criteria issues , in a logical progressive notjce of our actions. The cliche is Secretary Donovan Finds 
has been vocal and unified . Our manner. I believe we should stress trite but true .. ; in unity there is 
unity is what is important. We are emphatically that we Will not let · strength , and the administration 
able to make the administration any issue drop until we feel we will 'find it much more difficult to _ ·stro"lf Support On SBA 
take notice of our views on t~e have made our views and ignore -resolutions and ·,issues that . concern us most suggestions known . recommendations supported by To the Editor: , machines. 
directly. I helped coordinate the I would like to ~stablish a the entire student body. Ted . has also been actively
grade ~eferendum this fall. We had liaison committee with the To maintain the effective We believe that Ted Donovan involved in- the library,
the highest student turnout ever Placement office. All law students leadership the SBA Board has hai done an excellent job as SBA Mitchell-Lecture and 
for a vote such as this. The need to be made aware of the shown this year, we must Secretary and deserves to be Distinguished Vis itors Forum 
student turnout two weeks ago to servi c es and opportunities maintain some continuity. I h.ave re-elected in the February 27-28th Committees and he is presently 
discuss fac1,1lty selection criteria c1-Vailable to them through this been involved in all the major · elections. organizing Law Revue II. 
and · Professor Abramovsky was office. I'd like to have the SBA issues we have dealt with this Ted has contr.ibuted as much as We urge everyone to vote for 
tremendous. The students at UB -keep an eye on the situation in year, _as well as some of the day to ,anyone has in opening up the SBA him . 
Law ·school care about wh.at is the library . The problem of day business. I would like to to the student body . . He Tony Leavy 
going on her.e, and the SBA ha_s undergraduate o_vercrowding in contribute to the SBA and the law consistently posted notices of Made//ne Bernstein 
made forums available for the library should b" alleviated school by remaining on the SBA meetings, .agendas and minutes-s_o John Batt 
students to expre&s their opinion_s. now that the other I ibraries have Board as President for 1979-1980. everyone would know what the Tom Bender 
As a candidate for President of started opening earlier. I hope the I can provide the leadership the SBA. was doing. In addition, he Joy Marlin 
the SBA I would°like to make sure solution is as simple as this. If our SBA requires, and I ask you to has done other things ~uch as 
this concern and action continues. effectivenss on faculty-student vote for me in the upcoming-SBA putting up the SBA sign outside 
Man.y issues h_ave yet to be_ committees is limited, · then elections. ' . our door, putting a typewriter in 
resolved, ahd others ·have yet to· perhaps we should form adjunct the library and working ori getting 
be challenged. Mahy grades are ~ommittees of our -own, and take Leslie Wolffe us · copy machines and change
1 






February ll, 1979 Opbdon ...... 
To the · Editor ... 
Treas. Bissell Announces 
Her Bid For Reelection 
To the Editor: 
Election ..time is coming up 
again . I, Charmaine Bissell , your 
SBA treasurer, am running for 
re-election . 
Why, yoiI may ask, am I 
running for the same office? The 
truth is I have been in office only 
since October 1978, when I was 
elected in a special election . I've 
just gotten familiar with the office 
and financial arrangements, and 
now it is time for the student 
body to elect new officers and 
directors. 
To do the job right, I will have 
to be re-elected for a full t erm. 
Even though I" have been in 
office a short time, I feel that I 
am best qualified for the job. 
There has been little treasury 
work these last four months, but I 
have developed a good working 
relationship with the SBA board 
and most importantly with the 
organi_zations the SBA funds, Sub 
Board I, and the U.B. Division of 
Student Affairs. 
The real work for treasurer will 
come this spring when the SBA 
budget will have to be drawn up . 
My background in financial 
manageme-nt will be beneficial at 
that time. It includes being a job 
analyst for the city of Louisville, 
Ky . 
have shown a steady 
commitment to this school and its 
students since 1· have been here . I 
was a first year SBA director 
during the 1977- 78 school year, 
student representative to the 
Academic Policy and Planning 
Committee for two years, member 
of the Distinguished Visitors 
Forum· (DVF), · and student 
representative to the Minority 
Student Program Committee. As 
your SBA treasurer, I preside over 
the finance committee, which 
determines money allotments to 
student organizations. It also 
approves minor budget changes 
and supervises DVF activities. 
My accompl~hments this year 
inciude developing a new SBA fee 
waiver form, straightening out the 
"random" selection process used 
to assign students to classes (the 
system was biased against out of 
state la·w students}, and it was I 
who suggested the high.ly 
successful bowling tournament. 
I nope that I wiU-be able to 
continue my services to the 
school. · I hope that the student 
body will give me a vote of 
confidence to the work I am 
doing by re-electing me to the 
office -of SBA treasurer. 
Charmaine Bissell 
SBA Treasurer 
Moskal On Student life: 
. ,. . ' 
·Communication ls The Key 
To the Editor: 
I would like to take thi s 
opportuni.ty to introduce myself 
to the members of the first year 
class and ask ·your support. l am 
running for the position of second 
year director. I realize many of 
you do oot know me, but I look 
forward to meeting you and 
representing you because I feel 
the people here and the diversity 
that they bring with them to law 
school is one of the best parts of 
this school. 
The SBA, 1· feel, has been 
active and effective this year and I 
would like to help continue this 
trend . I don 't have any catchy 
phrases for you, only a sincere 
promise to work very hard to 
represent you and to help the 
SBA and the law school. 
The Political process is 
basically alien to my nature, 
however, I have decided to run, 
p~ompted by several people 
familiar with my efforts on the 
Student Life Committee. In 
essence, what I am offering you i-s 
a lot of hard work on your _behalf 
and a receptive audience for your 
complaints .and problems. I think 
the SBA has shown it can be 
effective and with hard work and 
creativity we can make it even 
more ,effective. 
I would like to continue to 
work toward some of the goals 
we've been attempting to isolate 
guidan c e and incre a sed 
communication between faculty 
and students. 
Likewise, I would like to · see 
the functioning of the 
Committees be as active as 
possible, making much use· of the 
diversity of t.ilents among the 
students through their direct 
participation. Particularly in areas 
directly affecting the students, 
such as Admissions and Records, 
B odgeting, Library , Promotion 
and Tenure , the input of the 
students is critical. Besides 
establi shing active committees, 
however, we must provide for 
better communication between 
the committees and the SBA and 
the committees and students. 
Committees working in isolation 
are generally ineffective and 
unproductive. 
Not just ih relation to 
committees, but in · all areas, 
communication is critical. Active 
representation on the .S!3A can be 
an effective aid to communication 
between students, faculty, 
administration and the 
community. It's easy to become 
isolated in this atmosphere, but it 1 
is also dangerous; we must keep 
"the lines of communication open. 
The SBA can and should -be an -
effective way of aiding this 
,communication. ·1 ask .your 
support ii') allowing me to work 
toward these goals. Thank you. 
Third Year Diref?torVice President 
Jay Marlin 
Cliff Barry kewls Steele · 
- mike buskus 
V.P. Candidate: SBA Can Do More 
To the Editor: 
Having been very involved as a 
first year director in the 
formulation of the SBA policy 
regarding late grades, and as a 
member of the Social and Finance 
Committees, along with the 
Faculty-Student Relations Board, 
.I am announcing my candidacy 
today for .Vice President of the 
Student Bar Association. 
Student governments are funny 
creations. Whether it be on the 
high school, college, or law school 
level, active student governments 
attempt to accomplish things on 
behalf of their constituents with 
largely mythical powers (we called 
them , paper tigers in Torts), in 
conjunction with, sometimes 
working with, _and . often fighting 
'with adminlstrators and faculty 
who know that sooner or later 
(and usually sooner), student 
energies will expend themselves·Or 
the troublesome students will 
simply ·graduate. 
Time is always on their side.~ . 
So, student governments try to 
accomplish ends - sometimes 
with more success than otliefs -
by alternating cajoling, lo'gically 
a rguing, and occasionally 
threatening to mobolize the 
"student body.: • 
Sometimes, trying to work 
through the system turns us into 
acquiescent head nodders -
always trying to be fair, always 
trying to give · administrators and 
faculty the henefit of the doubt. 
We don't want to be unfair or 
imprudent. We want to appear to 
be responsible. · 
Working through the system 
often means, "if you agree with 
us, we will let you participate, but 
if you don't agree then your 
opinion either doesn't matter or is 
simply superfluous," the 
Abramovsky case being a recent 
example. Those in charge make 
the rules and make the rules call. 
We can participate as long as we 
abide by those rules. 
-But once in a while, the 
frustration builds up and stodents 
on those rare ...occasions come 
together on some easy common 
issue and lash out - whether it be 
a student strike, picketing, or 
vying for press attention. Ask any 
administrator and the one thing 
they hate the most is outside press 
coverage, which might present 
them ir:i an unfavorable ligh.t at 
th,e least, or incapable of handling 
the situation at worst. 
Student strikes, picketing, etc. 
Ultimately, the problem is news that make headlines., but it is 
institutional. the very important stuff that goes 
What stui:ient shock tactics·can on in the background. 
do is to jolt the system out of its While SBA has ma~e a good 
complacency and force those in effort to have an influence on the 
charge to deal with real student decision-making process, much 
gripes. In a sense it's working more has- to be done. Input is one 
within the system and it is classic thing we have, _but what we need 
politic;, One need only look at is more output, _meaning 
the most rece.nt example: i"nfluence. 
Proposition 13. For years, people Included among these issues 
had been complaining about high are the criteria for the selection of 
property taxes, yet nothing was faculty members, the importance 
really done about it until the of seeking a more geographically 
voters took a fairly radical and ethnically . diverse student 
measure (and if you don't think it body, and dealing with the 
was radical you should have heard continual problem of late grades. 
Jerry Brown before the vote), We should also seek a solut.ion 
voted overwhelmingly for it and to the overuse of the _library by 
caused every politician to take non-law students during . exam 
notice and to deal with it. period, and insure (as they did in 
But, thi.s jolt has to be part of a the med school), that never again 
two step process, because jolts to will we have such a late and 
the system · are for naught unless absurd spring break. (Med School · 
they can. be followed up with , voted to change their's to the 
. some CoristruttNe: and"irifR\edilte- ,rhic:lale"bl ~~fth:~~~· ·~ ~ ! ,• ""! ~ . 
implementation of reforms that Besides being the foci for 
. wilj be instlttUionalized and last student input i n to t he 
'. bc'yond the~ irf1rt1ediate cause of decision-making' process, the. S13A , 
outrage. ,,; has a special responsibility to 
This is a unique law school. foster a' better social atmosphere 
Located in the western tundra of anq this it should continue to do 
New York State, sequestered . in by its parties and spei.ial · events . 
our own self-contained building We often forget we're part of.a 
(except fbr the unavoidable visits greater University setting. It 
to Norton cafeteria) we h.ave an would be "to our benefit to 
intimacy. among students, faculty, establish links with administrators 
and administrators th'at I think is outside the law school and. 
rare in 'a University setting. student organizations outside the 
Go up to the third floor and law school, including SASU, the 
the doors to Wallin's, Canfield's, Student Association of the State 
and even the Dean's office are University . 
usually wide open. If you have a I would like to see the External 
gripe, you can get it across Affairs Committee, of which the1 
immediately . This openness is to Vice President is chairman, do 
- be appreciatctl . In my short stay this. , 
· here I have fqund many · of the The Committee should also 
faculty to have that' same open seek to establish stronger ti~s 
attitude - they may not agree, between the alumni and the l;i~• 
but they are willing to listen. school, There ·is a lot of good will 
Student government at the law out there in the alumni which we ' 
school exists within the Student shoulcl try 'to tap. Their help in 
Bar Association. Under the good the job mar~et could be a .plus 'to 
and active leadership of Ton·y all of us who will SOQn be 9ut 
Leavy, the SBA has t[jed to assert there looking. 
greater student influence into the Through' the External Affairs 
decision-making process. . Committee, I would like to see a 
From the grade referendum to study done on the impact .of a 
focusing attention o·n the matter toition rise at the law school ancl 
of late grades and actually trying ; see what, if anything,· can be done · 
to do something about it, from an to forestall the proposed increase. 
affirmat-ive action · policy on .With a freater knowledge and 
appointments to University understanding of how · this law ­
co.mmittees, to the concern shown school operates and' with. tt)e 
for the selection procedures of knowledge that during this p,st 
fatuity, this organization has tried year we have made· a good start 
to institutionalize student input (but only a start) towards having 
and influence into the very areas · the type of influence that we 
where we h~ve l egitimate deserve to have\ I ask for y~u 
concerns. · advice and support on election 
on the Student Life ·Committee, · have their limitations. The 60's Working to create a political day . 
particy_larly in terms of career . . .Elaine K.· Moskal and early 70's showed us that. infrastructute is not the type of ' Jay M~r/lh~ 
... ,"". ~laioa 
1 . 
Do N·ot Pass Go Dep~ 
Parker.-Bros. ·Creates -FOli Lawyers 
by Bill Brooks 
- A friend told me that Parker 
Brothers placed a new game on· 
the market called Monopo~ for · 
Lawyers. Curiosity got Uie l>etter 
of me and. I decided to , take a 
look. Went to a place where'there 
are 148 board games, including 
Monopoly in five languages,·seven 
law reporters, 50 hornbooks, and 
subscriptions to Newsweek, Time, 
New York -and four other 
magazines - Mike Buskus' living 
room. · 
Probably the biggest difference 
between the new: Monopoly -and 
the one we all know is that now 
all monopolies are illegal. 
Naturally, The Sherman 
Anti-Turst Act and all that. This 
doesn't mean monopolies don't 
exist. The players just have to be a 
little creative . . Team up with 
someone else to form an 
interlocking· directorate or a 
vertical combination., You can 
double the rent, but •can't build. 
Or gamble a bit and buy three of 
the same color Then build houses. h 
and hotels. However, you 're out 
of luck if you _pick up a Chance 
card that says "Justice 
De pa"rtment investigates you." 
This · means financial ruin. A 
player pays an exhorbitant _civil 
penalty and must sell most of his 
property to raise the money,. Of 
course a player can settle but this 
d-.oesn't help him much . 




1 I · 
I 
- amy jo frlcano j 
I f, b e c a u s e o t t h ·e 
anti-monopoly provision, a player · 
no longer tries for Boardwalk and 
Park Place or the three greens, he 
now seeks to land on the utilities: 
Owning these properties is a giant 
step toward winnil'lg the game. A 
. utility owner can cparge just 
about anyyhing he wants. All that 
needs to be done is an 
announcement of an intention to 
raise the rates and an application 
to the Public Service Commission. 
A roll of the dice follows- and if 
the dice com~s up 1 to 11, the 
increase is granted. A 12 and the 
player is out of luck - until the 
next turn: Last game I played the 
owner of the Electric Company 
was charging 4 7 \imes the roll of, 
th~ dice. 
My immediate reaction to such counsel. Gel out of jail. (Plenty ot Whenever a player passes Go he 
a rule was that everyone was at these cards. Like the president of still collects $200. However, 25% 
the mercy of the utilities and they Parker Brothers said ...) ; of it goes to Free Parking in the 
could, .and would , charge . A Mapp card : You were form of taxes. And ot'course most 
unconscionable rates. I wrote the subject to an unreasonable search -of what you receive for landing on 
owner of Parker Brothers and seizure. f:ree Parking alJo is taxed · 
expressing my concern. "I know," Th~ cards dort{t necessarily Windfall . 
he replied, ''we're trying to make get you: out of the slammer. An Pennsylvania Railroad is not 
the game as realistic as' possible." opposing player can keep you in if the most advantageous piece of 
No longer are there any "Get he has a Francis Y. Henderson or property to own. In fact no one 
out of jail free" cards. Now in Waif1wright v. Sykes card : wants to buy it so the first person 
addition .tQ rolling a double, a "You've waived your right to to land on it three times is stuck. 
player can abscond from the contest any constit.(Jtional This person can expect financial 
penitentiary by drawing any one violation chump. Stay fn jail." ruin as the Railroad will 
of the following cards: · The game has other changes. eventually go bankrupt. Unless 
A Miranda card: "You were Forget about picking up a this unlucky participant oy.,ns 
sent to jail without an officer Community Chest card that says about ½ of the board, no amount 
reading you your Miranda 1'Bank error in your fav.or - of mortgaging will halt his 
rights . .. "; collect . $200." · It's now "Bank indebtedness. He is soon ·out of 
· An Escobedo card : "You did error in their favor, pay $200 and the game. 
not have effective ~sistapce of an additional $50 penalty." If a person lands on a piece of 
' 
·• · SUB. 
~BOARD . 
Sut,:801r,d I is ~ .not•for-Q.tofit corporation 
ope"ted by students. We •e funded through 
activity fee mOl)ill from your · student7t:lONE, I.NC. pernmt11ts. W•th thelf . monies we provide 
various activiti• and 191Vices of benefit to 
1he"SUHY 01 Buffalo s1uden1 service corporodon you. 
property twice and for one reason 
or · another, the landlord doesn't 
charge him rent, (most Ii kely 
explanation - the landlord has 
had a bit to smoke and he doesn't 
realize or care what's -taking 
place), the landor keeps the 
property. Adverse possession. 
These are only a few of the 
changes. T~y1ng to make tne game 
as realistic as possible Parker 
Brothers made so many rules and 
regulations, the game is nearly 
incornprehensable. Eventually 
though one is able to weave 
through it all and the game 
progresses nicely. Unfortunately, 
this article doesn't progr~ss as well 
<!,nd I'm stuck without an ending. 






Fri, and Sat., Feb. 23, 24 The Harder They Come 
Sat. and Sun., Feb 24, 25 Straight Time 
Coffeehouse: 
Sat., Feb 24' Margaret MacArthur - Rathskellar. 
Publlcodons 
. . Worlds - Creative .literarv magazine - next issue Tuesday, Feb. 27_. . 
1979 Sub Board Calendar - available now at various campus loca_t1ons. 
Special Interest Publications - several publication~ will be out.this mon~h. . 
Univenity P.JtSS- Resumes, wedding announcements and stationery printed - all at low prices! 361 Squire Hall. 
low prices! 361 Squire Hall. -
Health Care Division 
Health 'Care Division 
Sexuality Education Center - Private counseling and assi5!ance available - 261 Squire Hall. 
Phannacy - Health Service's prescriptions filled - D25 Michael Hall. 
Squire/Amherst .Division . 
Group J,.egil ~ices - Lawyers and Aides available for consultatio~ .- 344 Sq~ire Hall. 
Off-Campus Housing - Searching for a new home next sem~er? V1s1t 3~2 Squire Hall 
Browsing Library/M.usic Room - relax with music and books - 2~9 Sq~1re Hall, 167 MF~C. 
Ticket Office - Tickets for: Santana: ·Mangione, and more on sale m Squire Hall. 
I 
, -. . '• 
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:Culinary Co1lll8el • 
_Yo·u·Can Always Try Wingill' It With -A Chic~en 
sides, or a large saucepan, brown' dish with sauce, then put down
Grandma never measures careful not to cut your hand), cut the cutlets. Cover well with sau<;_e the chicken in the oil and butter. 
anything. So the best I can do is each chicken breast in half, ·and sprinkle with cheese: Bake at Add the onion and garlic and 
give you approximations of the lengthwise, so they are half as 350 degrees, about 30 minutes. saute ~bo.ut 5 minutes. 
ingredients and you'll have to thick as they were to start. The.n It's as good as veal , Puree the tomatoes in a 
experiment on your own. pound them even thinner using a blender or food mill. Add to the 
wooden mallet (or gavel). Chicken Cacciatore/ skillet and simmer about 25 
2 lbs. chicken parts (legs, • Beat the egg in a shallow bowl, from Marianne Suozzi minutes, until the ~hicken is 
breasts, thighs and wings) and place the breadcrumbs in · Cacciatore means hunter in tender. It should practically fall 
1/3 cup oil another. Dip eacii cutlet into the Italian, so this is chicken, hunter's off the bones when it is done. 
1 tablespoon lemon juice egg and coat well on both sides. style. ' (That doesn't mean Italians Serve with ·a side dish of spaghetti
1 tablespoon oregano Then lift out, let the excess run hunt chickens. They use this type topped with the sauce from the . 
garlic powder, salt and pepper off and drop it into the of sauce when cooking g~me.) skillet. 
to taste 
by Paul Suozzi 
First rinse the chicken and 
Lately, it seems to be getting remove the skin. Pa_t the .chicken 
more and more difficult for me to dry with a )>aper towel. Mix all · 
come up with ideas for this the other ingredients in a baking 
column. It may be the dinners I've pan. Take each piece of chicken 
been eating with more frequency and coat it well with the mixture 
at Norton Cafeteria .have begun to (on both sides) . Arrange the 
take their toll, and are stifling my chicken in the baking pan and 
creativity. Perhaps senioritis , has bake at 375 degrees for about an 
found its way to the newsroom 1 hour. 
and I just don't care any longer. 
Could it_,be I've peaked early in Chicken Murphy/from 
my career 'and begun a premature Marianne Suozzi 
slide? 
In any case, I founl myself A 3-4 lb. frier should serve 
with a deadline and no topic to about 6. 
tantalize the tastebuds. Back 3-4 lb. frier, cut up 
against the wall, I chose the only 3 tablespoons butter 
course available to a man faced ' ¼ cup oil 
with a desperate situation - I 2 large cloves garlic 
called my mother. 4 hot cherry peppers, opened 
As I related my woeful state to and seeds rerroved , 
her, I. remembered my breadcrumbs. Coat each cutlet Well, with the hel)> of my
grandmother had given me a In a skillet with high sides, or a . · evenly with the breadcrumbs. 3-4 lb. frier, cut up mentors I've been able to make it 
recipe for her famous baked large sa.ucepan, brown the chicken Heat the oil very hot in a ' 3 tablespoons buHer • through another '!\'eek. The nex·t 
frying pan and brown each cutret ¼cup oil one is still in doubt. I'd really 
on both sides. Don't I put too 1 large onion, chopped appreciate some i~eas from my 
many pieces in at once, since this 1 large garlic clove Feaders, so I can respond to your 
will lower t~e heat and cause the 1 Ip. can whole tomatoes tastes and not just my own. P·lease 
cutlets to absorb the oil. . drop me a 11ote (or a. recipe!) , in' 
Cover the ' bottom 6f a baking In _a iarge skillet with high the Opinion office, Room 623 . 
- omy jo fricono 
chicken. With that as a start, mom 
quickly supplied me with the 
m_aterial to fill up the better part 
of a page. It just so happens these 
a·re some of my favorite dishes 
too. They aren't very fancy, but 
they are easy to fix and the taste 
- delizioso! 
Baked Chicken Parts/from 
Grandma tlelen DeNicola 
This recipe is a favorite among 
the · grandchildren. All our 
mothers have tried to duplicate it 
without success. We have even 
accused Grandma of holding out 
on us - not telling us all the 
ingredients or !°'iding a step in the 
process. She assures me this is the 
way she does it, and I don't 
... • believe she would consciously 
hold anything back. But, I can't 
guarantee it will taste as good as 
hers - it never does. 
·Part of the problem here is 
- omy io fricuno 
well in the oil and butter. Add the • 
garlic (either whole, so you ' can 
discard it later, or cut up) and 
saute until brown. Turn down the 
heat and steam about 25 minutes, 
until almost tender . Add the 
cherry peppers, cover and steam 
another ten minutes. ' 
Chicken Cutlet Parmigiano/ 
from Marianne Suozzi 
This is a great substitute for 
veal cutlet (which is now only 
served to high ranking Chinese 
officials). 
4 boneless chicken breasts 
1 egg 
breadcrumbs (seasoned) 
½ cup olive oil . 
½ lb. mozarella cheese, grated 
3 cups of Y.our favorite tomato 
sauce 
Using a sharp knife (and being. 
,.,.' o·~ , Get an early start on New York Practice and 'I~ Procedure (CPLR) and. get an early start on the' 
. • New York Bar ~am. Ne " k Pr t· 
· · • Prof. Youngers course on w ,or ac ice 
will be offered J ive in New York City and on 
·audio- or videotape in locations throughout the 
United States. , • 
For further inf6rmation, contact ·your localIrvlng'. . er =~::: ~;:~;:1::; ~~~w)\ioUn.g--401-SeventhA-!lenue,Su~ite62-New York, New York, 10001 212/ 594-3696 . ' 
The CPLR: An In-Depth Analysis Date:Tues., F~b. 27 Wed., Feb. 28 
Time: 3:30 ·s:3o 
Free_lnt_roductory Lecture Plac~: Rm. 108. Rm. 109 
~inion Fe~ruary 21, 1-979 . ., 
'
Shon Relief 
Soviet$ ·Teamwork Defea~·_An EmbOn:as~ed NHL 
forgottel') the hundreds of millions 
of dollars that go into college and 
pre-college athletics in this 
country each year. They evidently 
feet -that every time a Dorothy 
Hamill comes out of the 
woodwork she should be taken 
· from t~e bosom of her family and 
spirited off to •9 total-skating · 
community ~here she can train all 
day and watch Sonja - Henjie 
movies all night, courtesy of the 
taxpayers. 
In arly case, t_he idea of a 
by Maria Colavito hockey series which wot1ld pit the 
best the NHL has to offer with a
To many Americans, sports is a f
team rom the Soviet Union is 
mierocosm of Iife {although to · enough to stir the blood of even 
some real diehards, life is merely a the most- weary nationalist, not to 
form of sport) . Because of th is, a mention hockey fan. The West, 
lot of people in th is country f an represented by the NHL, had-
get very ideologically involved visions of a stunning victory over 
with sports. This pheriomenon is the East, represented by the 
most evident when you watch the Soviets. After all, you would pe 
Olympics. Every time another hard put to find a group of 
Russian or East German wins an athletes who take themselves, 'and 
event, millions of A_mericans ,(Jim their sport, more seriously than 
McKay leads the parade) revert to the players of the National 
Reader's Digest polemics and see Hockey League (how many other · 
it as the beginning of the end of athletes would run the risk of 
'democracy and another. warning destroying the possibility of 
sign -of spreading totalitaria_!lism . I ucrative post - retirement . 
To underscore the point, U.S . broadcasting careers just for the 
losses are inevitably accompanied · satisfaction to be achieved by 
by incessant apologies for OIJ_r taking a swing at a 'guy who they 
poor performance justified by know is going to get back at them 
moans and groans about the sore by breaking their nose the first 
lack of training faciliti es (after all , chance he gets?). 1 
every country should have at least Despite a II this, however 
a dozen Olympi~ _-t,obsled _runs) (absen_t a Jesse Owens winning an 
and lack of subs1d1es for athletes Olympic event in front of an 
' (wait until ~oward Jarvis gets a Adolph Hitler). once the sports 
hold of tl:iat, ,dea). arena fills with fans , and players 
I for one found all • this and play gets underway, politics 
financial lobbying to be the real takes a back seat and the 
low point of the . last wioter, NHL-Rus~ian series b~re this out. 
Olympics '(followed close, very Once the· play had started it 
close, behind by Pierre Salinger became appareJ1t the competition 
going through his mid-life ch sis was n o t " s~ · much ·between 
right before· my eyes-). I couldn 't differing political ideologies as it 
he IP th ifl k in g that the was between differing styles and 
commentators m.aking these app~oaches to the sport . o·f . 




Nude Law Professor Committee 1976 - 77 Davidson, 1977- 78 
'(N'LPC) Special Announcement! Katz. Last year, the category of 
"Mister Congeniality" was added 
- that law professor with whom 
OYEZ! O.XEZ! All rise to the you would most enjoy attending a 
occasion. Upon appropriate dirty movie (with no points added 
motion and approval by the or subtracted for what might 
Executive Committee, the NLPC happen on the way home). The 
is pleased · to make this public winner was Atleson . 
announcement of a change ·in its Th is year, the Committee 
tradi tional policy. WHILE, in the would like ideas and 1suggestions 
past, no outside input has been for the two existing categories, as 
sought or accepted, BE IT well as any new, special categories 
HEREBY KNOWN TO ALL law which would add depth and/or 
students and faculty , the 3RD justice to the competi tion . 
Annual Nude 'Law Professor Within twenty-four hours of. 
c o m pet I t Ion i s seeking this notice, a box, stolen from a 
nominations and, suggestions for "prominent" student organization 
this year's awards. especially for this event, will be 
......_ Originally, the only contest available in the 2nd floor student 
was for the Number One body, post .office/lounge for students· 
plus three runners up. Decisions and . faculty to deposit their 
we're based on the ·visualization suggestions. It will be available for 
(or, in rare instances, th!! actual one week. 
view) of · law professors' bodies, Winners will be announced at 
the guiding criterion being .to . the Annual Law.Revue Show. 
•thinkofthepersonwithabrown The NLPC is an elitist 
paper bag over his/her head. N.o organization and all decisions of 
points. are added for intelligence, the Committee are final and not 
personility, sense of humor, · open to review. We are an 
humaneness, warmth, etc. The UNEQUAL OPPORTUNITY · 
most recent winners were: OPERATION. 
· one or the other was more likely,,_ traditional fanl are associated with , nine goals and preventing the 
to say something about you as a . our sty.le of hockey and little ·NHL from scoring again, to take 
person -than your respective room for any one ,player 'to try to the series two games to one. 
political sympathies might. dominate the game, or even one • ' I don't know whether the 
The NHL style of hockey has play. Why hockey fans ·find this events ,of last week will inspire the 
betin euphemistically referred to objectionable is beyond me. I am National Hockef League to stress 
as "highly indjvidualistic". nd ' as sure such technical perfection team play more or whether it will 
allowing- for the individual might be boring to peop_le who ·1ead the Soviets to the mar,iial arts 
accomplishment of a few . like to see one brilliant slap of a in their training program. One 
luminaries. The Soviet style has hockey puck from center ice to thing is for sure, both sides in this 
been cal~ tight and disciplined~ goal during a season and having struggle take the whole thing very 
One local newspaper. said that the seen it feel they have gotten their seriously..,. In fact, before the 
Soviets had been reduced to big, money's worth on a season ticket. Soviets came to town, one N.HL 
red· automatons. I'm no hockey ButJew can deny that the Russian offitial said that if the NHL didn't 
expert but what I have seen has team simply out-played the NHL win the series, .the League might 
convinced. me that hockey · is and generally embarrassed the as well cash in the remainder of its 
· d d 
m ee meant to be a team sport. . best we -had to offer. Less than season and give the Stanley Cup 
The Soviets play as a team, half an hour into the 'second game to the Russians. · 
passing frequently for the most the NHL t~am held a 4-2 lead but I wonder what is the safest way· 
efficient playmaking and goal fro.m that :point onwa'rd, the to ship something like the Stanley . 
scoring. There is . little of the Soviets dominated the ice, scoring Cup to Moscow? 
/ - mike buskus 
Tom Bender1 Jini Maloy and John Batt prove that bowling for beer is more fun than bowling for dollars.R
1 
. . SBA e· lin ,..,ecent . OW g '.I.Ournament 
· · . . · - .A . . L" ·s ,d - . ' ttracts . .arg· e tu' . ent' ·Turnout 
. · 
- - .
by Mike 8uskus . s·imultaneously because · the sintle ga·me went to Jack 
The Student Bar Association automatic scorers at Transit Lanes Rogowski, who rolled a 224. 
sponsored a bc;,wling tournament are only programmed to score six Larry Ross· capped top honors for 
on Sunday night, February 11 at persons per frame. The a high set with a 590, while barely ~ 
Transit Lanes. The event attracted overbooking of the alleys meant missing high game with a 222. 
56 law students, comprising 14 that either some teams would Rogowski had the second highest 
four-person teams, even though it have · to wait (perhaps up to set with a 504. Dennis Harkawik 
was one of the coldest nights of several hours) or else some teams tallied a 488 set. 
the winter. 
0 
would be split up with two The highest team score {731) 
The idea fo r the bowling night persons bowling on one lane and was chalked up by the foursome . 
came from Ken Patricia, Ricky two bowling on another.. of Jack Rogowski, Carl Barone, 
Samuel and Charmaine Bissell. Kevin Schenk and Tom Pardini.John Batt, · directing the 
~BA Director Gladys LaForge The team of Ken Patricia, Rickytournament, decided it would be 
coordinated reservations with Samuel , Rob Gurbacki andpreferable to start the bowling
Transit Lanes. SBA advertiseq the Horace Gioia placed second with aright ' away rather than . wait for 
event with posters and signs. John 704 set. Larry Ross, Howie Kadin,new alleys to open up. Apparently
Batt recruited a number of teams · Bill Brooks and Jeremy Nowak everyone agreed with John's 
for the tournament. combined their scores for a 702decision and the tournament got
The bow-liflg, which was set. Special honors for . lowestunder way as scheduled . 
scheduled to begin at .10:00 p.m., scores went to Debbie Humphrey
In between beers, sodas andgot off to a slow start.' Through . and -Carol Gardner, who tied for 
other refreshments, the bowlingsome mix-up, the alley had only· this award with a 49. 
tournament continued until 2:00reserved 8 lanes for 14 teams: Prizes including pizzas and a 
a.m.T,wo four-·person teams could not pitcher of beer will be furnished 
bowl on the same a.lley Tournament honors for high by the SBA at a later date. 
Help ·0o Th~ Way For Chokjng Victims 
The N.ew York State Bar throat of a person ir such a choking victims will not be liable 
Association's Committee on manner that the person's for any damages, unless the aid is _ 
Public Health has thrown its· breathini: ·is severely inhibited ." provided in a grossly negligent 
,upport behind a ·bill that ·would fashion .The bill further requires that 
require restaurants to display first the Commissioner's instructions "This bill is the public 
aid instructions for choking be displayed in a 'prominent place interest," said Barry A. Gold of 
emergencies. in all public eating establishments Albany, Chairman of the State 
The proposed law, sponsored Bar's Public Hi,alth Committee,so that employees and customers 
by Senator Martin J. Knorr of "since many deaths in restaurants -. may readily refer to them in the 
New York City, would'require the are attributable to choking. If this , event of a chokin~ emergency. 
State Commissioner of Health to bill is enacted, the first aid 
develop instructions for. first aid According to the bill, no one is instructions will be readily 
te,hniques to be -used in obligated to render help in. such available to anyone wanting to 
"removing food lodged in . the emergencies. But ~er5:0ns assisting help a person in distress." 
..... ,...,. 22, 1919 Oplaloa ,. ..... 
Legal P"tacement In a T{ghtening l'!b Mar!r,et 
\ 
.. 
- mike shopiro 
Associate Director of Placement, Audrey Koscielniak 
-<ontinued from page one 
the $18.000-$19,000 level. 
Concern was expressed by both 
Carrel and Koscielniak that not 
enough students appreciate what 
the Placement Office can d'6 for 
them, and that not enough 
students have taken advantage c;?f 
the services offered by that office. 
"A lot less students have come 
to us than I hoped would come to 
us. They have no idea ho,w helpful 
this office can be and what 
facilities we can offer," sai<l 
Carrel. 
"First year students should 
become aware of us. We plan on ­
holding a seminar with first year 
. students regarding placement in 
g·eneral. They should start 
registering with the Placement 
Office, and keep their eyes operi 
to the future by taking occasional 
glances at the job board to see 
what's out in the market," 
suggested Koscielniak. 
"We're really anxious to help 
every student find a job that he or 
she wants} o do," safd Carrel. · 
· "We ca~ even help people who 
are interested in going to other 
•areas of the country to practice. 
We can get people in contact with 
our alumni, and through the 
National Office of Law 
Placement, other Placement 
Offic.es throughout the country 
will be open· to our students," 
added Carrel. 
In reference to sufficient 
to do the 
job he has envisioned for the<- High Court Examines Late Grades funding and personnel 
Placement ·office, Carrel said that 
·-<ontlnued from page one 
Headrick said, "It is possible that 
Dr. Bunn will meet the faculty on 
a number of issues that will 
include this problem, and he can 
• use all his persuasive powers in 
this area. It seems to me that we 
are going to go through the same 
thing· every year or change the 
rules." 
One who has not been happy 
with either the late submitting of 
grades or the SBA action has been 
William Greiner, professor and 
associate dean. 
"It worries me if you don't 
have the grades in for the first 
year courses. The biggest problem 
is that first semester for first year 
students, who have a real anxiety 
problem and are wondering how 
they did," said Greiner. 
While feeling that the faculty 
has done "reasonably well " to 
have only three grades 
outstanding at this point -in the 
semester, Greiner also indicated a 
- "concern" about the need for 
gra,des to be submitted on time 
for second year students, who are 
in the process of sending out 
resumes. 
What did not escape his anger 
were the actions of the SBA in 
seeking aid outside of the law 
school, which Greiner termed "a 
capital bad judgment. " 
. "Sending this issue around the 
campus produced absolutely" 
nothing. The SBA could have 
stuck to doing things internally, 
for example by posting the names 
of professors on a daily basis or 
sending people to see the 
professors. · There were better­
ways to get things done," said an 
obviously upset (;reiner. 
Meanwhile, in the SBA office 
while bean Headrick has given 
SBA President Tony Leavy Leavy . every support he can give, as a 
indicated that he had not received Finally, Leavy inqicated an . University controlle.d .by the 
any substantial response from the appreciation for the efforts of State, the Placement Office has 
faculty on the SBA action in · 0ean Headrick. Said Leavy, "We been limited in a number of ways, 
going to Dr. Bunn and Dr. Gilbert d.9 thank the Dean for his efforts 'but has made maximum use of 
Moore, University Dean for the and concern. He - didn't have to what's been allowed. . 
Division of Graduate and come ou r- with the memo. But, In the area cif improvements 
Professional Education. you have to look at the results, ·within the Placement Office, 
"We have not gotten a response • and tlie result was that they didn't Koscielniak listed improvement of 
to our letters to the Deans which I 
think is kind of rude since they 
were sent out more than two
weeks ago. It would be nke to 
hear from them," said Leavy. 
According to Dr. Bunn, a lette r" 
to Leavy and the SBA should tie 
sent to the organization . within 
the next several days . 
As far as response from the 
faculty to the letters · sent to the 
faculty by the SBA publicizing 
those who had not turned in their 
grades, Leavy said there was not 
much of a response except from 
Professor Katz, who, said Leavy, 
"Told me tha~ if ~ were going to 
hold him to our deadline (what, in 
fact is their own deadline, said 
Leavy), then he would reconsider 
giving extra time for ·some 
papers." 
"And," said the soon departing 
President, "I talked to Professor 
Hyman who was mentioned in an 
unflattering way in an article in 
The Spectrum. The professor was 
not bothere~ by-it at all, and said 
that he thought we were right in 
pushing the issue." . 
"One of the issues people are 
missing is that we'd work with 
them if they (faculty) wanted to 
change the rule. The four w~ek 
deadline is arbitrary and we would 
be willing to s~(lk a workable, 
flexible compromise, but no one 
has taken us up on that ," said 
10th National Women and the Law Conference 
March 29 - April 1 
University of Texas School of Law 
· San Antonio, Texas 
Fee: $20 for students 
r 
Registration must .be postmarked . 
by March 1 to avoid late fee of 
$10. 
Con tact : Candy- Appleton 
833-2075. 
-
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respond to his memo which reference ·books and articles on 
eventually led to our .own action." the · job market, running career 
days better, and trying t.o bring in 
local attorneys to talk with • 
students. 
Addition~lly, tl)e office wiil be 
conducting a workshop on resume 
pr,eparation and interviewing 
techniques, · and will . soon be 
publishing a placement brochure 
which will be sent tQ firms and 
alumni, outlining positive 
information about the law school. 
"The key to the Placement 
Office is strong alumni support. 
Alumni .O{ganizations in New 
York City, Washington, Albany, 
and Rochester are becoming much 
more active, and we are hoping 
within the next ·year to send._ a 
newsletter to alumni. Also; we -
want to conduct more local 
p ro_gcams such as the sports 
convocation we had in the fall, 
which was very successful," said 
Carrel. 
"One thing I wish peopie 
would realize around here is that 
· the quality of the law students is · 
better than i? ever was before. 
'Every student," said Carrel; ' '.who 
leaves here is an advertisement for , 
the school. But it's no longer easy 
to get a job. It invqlves a lot of 
work by the students. At the same 
time, we are trying to get better at 
our jobs, so we can serve those 
students better." 
-----■'-■- --------------------------llllllj• 
m~st return It b9!ore ~ecelvlng a 197~-Volume. 
1979.MULTISTATE BOOKS· 
ARE HERE 
Steve Rubin, asst. director, BARBRI 
wm be here,to answer any questions concerning 
the 1979 New York Bar Exam or 
·the 1979 BARBRI Bar Review Course. 
Book ~lstrlbution Day Is 
Tuesday, February 27~ 
All 1979-and 1980 Graduates.~ . . 
who·have paid OR wish_to pay 
their $100_Deposit may pick up 
· their 1979 Multlstdte Volume · 
Anyone Who Has Received a- 1878 Multlstate Vol\Jme 
